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Abstract

- Recent research shows that engineers continue to think less critically at the end of their undergraduate engineering degrees and fail to adhere to their professional responsibility.
- A key component to addressing these issues includes assessing engineers’ critical consciousness (CC).
- The development of a Critical Consciousness Scale (CCS) is important for civil engineering education as it assists practitioners and educators with better means to assess whether any interventions (e.g. ABET) are indeed efficacious.

- Building on previous work from Freire (1973, 1993) and Diemer et al. (2014) on critical consciousness scale, three indicators measuring critical consciousness were identified (i.e., Critical Reflection: Perceived Inequality; Critical Reflection: Egalitarianism, and Critical Action: Sociopolitical Perception).
- The CCS proposed in the study includes 46 items that seek to measure critical consciousness, and which were adapted to civil engineering.
- The research addresses the need to build shorter, but valid and reliable measures of critical consciousness and contribute to the extended efforts across the engineering disciplines to examine professional learning outcomes at the individual level.
- Building and testing CCS will directly impact engineering education scholarship since it facilitates exploring the role of diverse interventions of interest on CC in engineering programs.

What is Critical Consciousness?

- Features the idea of social thinking to uplift the social inequality and empower the community by critical thinking.
- “Critical Consciousness” theory is also conceptualized in civil engineering education to advance engineers’ crucial thinking through learning.

Research Question(s)

- What are the factors of Critical Consciousness Scale on Civil Engineering Education (CEE)?

Research Objective(s)

- To identify the factors of critical consciousness in CEE
- Conceptualization and development of Critical consciousness scale for CEE
- Application of CCS for developing CC in Engineering Education

Methodology

- Critical Consciousness Scale Factors
  - Critical Reflection: Perceived Inequality
  - Critical Reflection: Egalitarianism
  - Critical Action: Socio-Political Participation

Figure 1: Conceptual Methodology for Critical Scale Development

Figure 2: Workflow for developing the Scale

Critical Consciousness: Perceived Inequality (20 items)
- Certain racial or ethnic groups have fewer chances to get higher education in civil engineering
- Low-income and first-generation students have fewer opportunities to get into civil engineering or graduate with a civil engineering degree

Critical Reflection: Egalitarianism (12 items)
- Low-income and first-generation students have fewer opportunities to get into civil engineering or graduate with a civil engineering degree
- Certain racial or ethnic groups have fewer chances to get higher education in civil engineering

Critical Action: Socio-Political Action (14 items)
- I participated in a group or organization in college that promotes minority rights and addressing social inequities
- I participated in a political party, club or organization in college that advertises minority rights and addressing social inequities in civil engineering

Figure 3: Factor-based approach

Analysis technique

- Quantification of critical consciousness factors and interrelationship in between the factors.
- Identification of critical factors which are important for civil engineering students required to be perceived while studying
- Development of a scale which eventually can be applied for civil engineering education
- Development of engineering curriculum which can be used to increase civil engineering students’ critical consciousness

Figure 5: Survey Components

Figure 4: 5-point Likert scale Factor-based approach

Practical Contribution

- Our study aims to fulfill ABET’s Civil Engineering Education goal which aims to foster the learning outcome of education related to “global, cultural, social, environmental, and economic factors”, aiming to make the engineers as “critical thinker.”
- This research will enhance the ability to recognize ethical and professional responsibilities in engineering situations
- Engineering community able to perform informed judgement, can consider the impact of engineering solutions in global, economic, environmental, and societal contexts.
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